Abstract-In recent years, a number of super-resolution techniques have been proposed. Most of these techniques construct a high resolution image by either combining several low resolution images at sub-pixel misalignments or by learning correspondences between low and high resolution image pairs. In this paper we present a stochastic super-resolution method for color textures from a single image. The proposed algorithm takes advantage of the repetitive nature of textures and the existence of several similar patches within the texture, as well as the color-intensity correlation that often exist in natural images. In the first step of the algorithm the intensity component is interpolated. For each pixel, the missing value is chosen according to a probability distribution constructed from a measure of similarity to other patches in the texture as well as from local features and patch color similarity. In the second stage, the color components are interpolated in a similar manner, using patches of the color channels as well as the already interpolated intensity values. Our conclusion is that the proposed approach outperforms presently available methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Interpolation is one of the fundamental tasks in image processing. Its applications range from medical and astronomical image processing to magnification of details in images acquired from surveillance cameras. The popular interpolation methods such as the bi-linear, bi-cubic and nearest neighbor methods are convolution based, space invariant methods. They are widely used due to their low computational complexity and simple implementation. Since these algorithms function in essence as low-pass filters, they tend to introduce blurring and blocking artifacts, which are visible especially in areas containing high frequency content such as edges as well as in textures. Several classes of more sophisticated algorithms were proposed in recent years [1] - [3] . Most of them adapt to the image and attempt to reconstruct the high frequency content in a manner that preserves the edges and introduces as few artifacts as possible.
An important class of algorithms known as super-resolution (SR) uses multiple low resolution images in order to reconstruct a high resolution image [4] . The classical SR techniques combine several low resolution images at sub-pixel misalignments. have been proposed, following approaches such as projection onto convex sets [5] , stochastic and deterministic regularization [6] , and iterative back-projection [7] , among others. A different class of SR techniques is example-based SR, in which correspondences between the low and high resolution images are learned from a database of low and high resolution image pairs [8] . Another approach that has recently been proposed makes use of a single image and is related to the Non-Local-Means (NLM) algorithm [9] [10] .
The majority of image interpolation and super-resolution algorithms focus on the interpolation of gray-scale images. In order to apply these algorithms to color images, an extension must be made in order to include all three color components. Separate interpolation of the channels has the potential of introducing color artifacts since RGB ratios might not be preserved. A common approach is to apply a sophisticated interpolation technique to the intensity component, and a simpler scheme (such as bi-cubic interpolation) to the color components. This is justified by the fact that the human eye is more sensitive to change of intensity than it is to color. While this approach achieves reasonable performance, some blurring still occurs at color edges due to the linear interpolation. In addition, correlation between the color and the intensity is not used. Several algorithms were designed specifically for color images [11] .
In this work we present a SR algorithm that up-scales color textures using only information from the interpolated image. Textures are an important part of natural images, and their perception is believed to have a significant role in the process of recognition of the human visual system. Due to their importance, several approaches to texture analysis have been investigated over the years, such as statistical based techniques [12] , techniques based on the Markov random field (MRF) model [13] and frequency domain techniques [14] . The MRF model has also been used for texture interpolation [15] . A different approach that has been used for texture filtering [16] and interpolation [10] is NLM. In this work we present a new approach for texture interpolation that is based on a single image. The proposed method has two steps. First, a stochastic interpolation of the intensity is performed based on local features, non-local patch similarity, as well as information from the color components. In the second stage, the color components are interpolated in a stochastic manner, using the already interpolated intensity values. The stochastic interpolation preserves the statistical relations between neighboring pixels and is shown to outperform existing methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the proposed algorithm is presented in Section II. In Section III interpolation results are presented. Section IV summarizes the proposed method and its performance. 
II. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Unlike [18], we are considering only same scale patch similarity. For each interpolated pixel, we compare the surrounding pixels, which we will refer to as the high resolution patch, to patches in the low resolution image.
In order to perform the comparison correctly, we take a preliminary scale adjustment step. In Fig. 1 , an expansion of an image by a factor of two is shown (gray pixels are the available low resolution pixels). In this case, three types of pixels need to be interpolated -'h', 'v' and 'd' type pixels. Considering for example the 'h' type pixels, a corresponding low resolution patch used for the comparison is shown in Fig. 2 . A similar procedure is used for the interpolation of 'v' type pixels. When comparing a high resolution patch to the low resolution patches, either the original or the modified low resolution image is used, as described in the following section.
A. Interpolation of the Intensity Component LocalNon-Local Based Probability Distribution:
Due to the repetitive nature of textures, several low resolution patches similar to the high resolution patch typically exist. The intensity values of the central pixels of these patches could be considered to be potential candidates for the intensity value of the interpolated pixel. In order for the interpolation process to preserve the statistical relations between neighboring pixels, we form a probability distribution for these values, according to which the interpolated value is chosen. The probability distribution takes into account local as well as non-local features of the texture. The non-local part ranks the candidate gray level values according to patch similarity regardless of the patch location, while the local part considers characteristics of the surrounding pixels such as smoothness. The probability distribution thus combines global statistics ('typical' intensity values for the particular pattern), with local features, which are also indicative of the gray-level probability distribution. The probability assigned to gray level k is-
where and are the local and non-local weights that are assigned to each gray level k.
Non-Local WeightsIn [15] , Buades et al. used a non-local filter (NLM) for the purpose of image denoising. We use a similar expression as the weight that is assigned to each low resolution patch reflecting its similarity to the high resolution patch.
When comparing a high resolution patch to low resolution patches, we consider two cases -• where and are the closest low resolution pixels (Fig. 1) . In this case, the high resolution pixels , … , are compared to pixels from the averaged rows (Fig. 3) .
•
The comparison is to low resolution image patches (Fig.  2) .
The distinction is made since the row averaging causes smoothing of edges. The second condition is indicative of an edge, in which case the smoothed values are not used. For a gray scale image I(i, j) of size , the weight that is assigned to the low resolution patch centered at (i, j) is -, , ,
where , is the group of pixels surrounding the interpolated pixel at (l, m) in the high resolution image, , is the corresponding group of pixels of the low resolution patch centered at (i, j), and is a linear quantization function that is applied so that imperceptible differences have no effect on the assigned weights. The weight assigned to gray level k is the following sum:
where , | , .
Local WeightsThe local weight w L k is calculated using a larger neighborhood, such as the one shown in Fig. 4 for 'h' type pixels.
Fig. 4 -Pixels used for the local weight calculation of 'h' type pixels
The local weight is a Gaussian whose mean and variance are determined by the neighboring low resolution pixel values (Fig. 4 
Again, we consider two cases: edge and non-edge.
In this case -
In this case the Gaussian mean was calculated using the inverse gradient approach, and the variance was proportional to the edge slope.
Using color-intensity correlationIn many natural images the intensity and the color components are correlated. This correlation could be used in order to further improve the interpolation of the intensity component. In addition, a large class of textures (e.g., carpets, fabrics, etc.) contains only a small number of distinguishable colors, especially when several threads of different colors are used. For that reason, the color components, in the CIE-LA*B* space are first jointly quantized (using the k-means or a similar algorithm).
A threshold function is first applied to the probability distribution obtained from the intensity values in (1), setting small probabilities to zero.
(5)
Next, weights are assigned to the gray level values based on the color components. The quantized color components of the high resolution patch are compared to those of the low resolution patches (in this case using Euclidian distances).
The more similar the color components are, the greater the weight that is given to the intensity value of the central pixel of the low resolution patch. As before, summation over all of the patches gives the weight of gray scale level k -w k . The probability distribution according to which the intensity value is chosen is
This completes the interpolation of the intensity for 'h' and 'v' type pixels. The interpolation of 'd' type pixels proceeds in a similar manner, except that the already interpolated 'h' and 'v' pixel values (h , h , v , v in Fig. 5 ) are used as well. 
B. Interpolation of the Color Components
In the second stage of the algorithm, the color components are interpolated. A similar methodology as before is used, considering non-local similarity and local features. The color interpolation, however, relies on the previously interpolated intensity values. The color interpolation is based on a quantized version of the color components, i.e. quantized patches are compared. The color components, A*B*, are associated with one of the values in the set-, , … , , , , , … , , . In addition, the values that are assigned to the missing color components of the high resolution pixels are also elements of C .
The color that is assigned to each high resolution pixel is chosen, as before, according to a probability distribution, constructed from two weights, local and non-local, that are assigned to each value of C . The probability distribution is calculated from the weights according to (7) .
As before, we first interpolate 'h' and 'v' type pixels. Non-Local WeightsLet us denote the group of pixels surrounding the pixel whose color is interpolated by n , … , n . We denote their quantized color components by c , … , c .
The high resolution patch of quantized color components is compared to corresponding patches of the quantized colors in the low resolution image. This time, however, only exact matches are considered. We form a set of the low resolution patches whose quantized color components are , … , . We denote this group by , … , , where J is the number of such patches. Due to the typically small number of distinguishable colors in textures, and their repetitive nature, in most cases this group will be non-empty. In case the group is empty, the interpolated color is one of the two quantized colors of the nearest low resolution pixels. In this case the color is chosen using the color-intensity correlation.
Let us now denote by , … , the quantized color components of the central pixels of the patches in P, and by , … , the intensity values of these pixels. In addition, for each quantized color let us denote the group of indices corresponding to patches in group P for which the quantized color of the central pixel is c by . The non-local weight is then defined by exp (8) where is the interpolated intensity value of the currently interpolated pixel. It can be seen from (8), that in order for a color in to have a non-zero probability, it must be the quantized color of a central pixel in one of the patches.
Local WeightsThe purpose of local weights is to ensure that the interpolation process does not introduce any colors that are different than the colors of the surrounding pixels. Let us denote the (quantized) color components of the high resolution patch by c , … , c . The weight assigned to each possible color is The interpolation of the 'd' type pixels proceeds in the exact same manner, except that the color components that have already been interpolated are used as well.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Performance Evaluation of the Local-Non-local approach
In order to evaluate the interpolation of the intensity, a 100x100 portion of the (gray scale) wood texture from the Brodatz database [17] was interpolated. The full (high resolution) texture was first downscaled by a factor of 2, and then up-sampled. The interpolation using the proposed algorithm relied on information from a larger portion of the image (256x256 pixels). The PSNR values of the interpolated "Wood" texture are presented in the following The proposed algorithm 15.8 As can be seen, the PSNR value that was obtained using the proposed interpolation method is the same as that obtained using cubic splines. In Figs. 6 and 7 the interpolated "Wood" textures are presented. It can clearly be seen that the interpolation using the proposed method produces a significantly less blurry texture in comparison to the other interpolation methods. The proposed interpolation algorithm was also applied to other textures from the Brodatz database, yielding similar results, i.e. PSNR values similar to those obtained using cubic splines and superior to bicubic interpolation, while being less blurry than both. 
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have introduced a single-image super-resolution method that is able to successfully interpolate a very broad class of textures -stationary as well as non-stationary. Unlike other interpolation techniques, the proposed method incorporates the information in the color channels in the interpolation of the intensity values. As indicated by the results, using information from local characteristics as well as from similar patches achieves high resolution images that are visually superior to presently available interpolation techniques.
